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ABSTRACT: 
Among the large number of critical-comparative studies devoted to Fernando 
Pessoa's translation of Edgar Allan Poe's poem “The Raven,” the autograph 
manuscript draft of “O Corvo” has never been subject to in-depth critical genetic 
investigation. In the last two decades, the development of a research field dedicated 
to translation genetics provided the methodological bases and established the main 
objectives for the analysis of translated texts in a genetic approach. Considering the 
research purposes of genetic translation studies, in this article it will be shed light 
on the compositional process that led to the publication of Pessoa’s “O Corvo.” In 
this regard, the manuscript kept in Fernando Pessoa’s archive is to be deemed as 
privileged material for the study of the Portuguese poet’s translation practice, 
allowing us to observe the empirical application of Pessoa’s translation strategies 
and to give a new perspective to the critical interpretation of “O Corvo.” 
KEYWORDS: Fernando Pessoa; “O Corvo;” Manuscript; Genetic 
Translation Studies. 










































































In the first two decades of the twenty-first century, textual studies were enriched by 
a new research field dedicated to the analysis of translation genesis. This 
investigation area applies the methodologies of genetic criticism to the study of 
translated texts in a diachronic perspective, laying out the dynamic intricacy of a 
text transposition from a semantic universe to another.  
In their empirical application, genetic translation studies combine two 
complementary perspectives: the first one, which could be defined as a process-
oriented view, aims to reveal the sequential stages through which a translation 
moves from a preliminary sketch to a finalized work; the second one, close to the 
field of cognitive translation studies, seeks to identify the methodological approach 
which guided the translator during his activity (Cordingley and Montini 2015, 1).  
Despite its undeniable significance, this area of investigation has been rarely 
explored so far. The late emergence of this discipline finds its primary cause in the 
poor amount of documentary sources. In most cases, the access to sketches and 
manuscripts representing the genetic documentation of a translation is possible only 
through the exploration of canonical authors’ or famous historical figures’ archives, 
which has fostered critical attention mostly focused on the original authorial 
production, commonly considered the most direct vehicle for the expression of an 
author’s ideology or poetics.  
Nevertheless, especially in the last ten years, the number of researchers who 
have given their attention to the study of translated texts from a diachronic 
perspective has been raising.1 The growing interest in the study of translation 
processes is encouraged by a renewal of the idea of translation itself, which is no 
longer considered a functional mechanical operation, but rather a creative activity 
for all intents and purposes. Moreover, the specificities of literary translations 
enhance the interest of a genetic analysis for texts of this sort, providing the 
opportunity to compare the creative process of an author’s original work with the 
genesis of a composition that is strictly dependent upon a source text. Additionally, 
operating analogously to genetic criticism, genetic translation studies constitute an 
adequate interpretative tool to confirm or redefine consolidated critical 
 
1 For a brief overview on conferences and publications related to genetic translation studies see 








































































interpretations of a literary translation and to enlighten the translation practice in 
general.  
The general picture drawn so far seems to perfectly apply to the Portuguese 
context in general2 and to the particular case of Fernando Pessoa’s work. The 
specificity of his literary work, mostly unpublished during his lifetime, and the large 
number of authorial manuscripts kept in his archive, has generated a great interest 
from textual critics. Although the interest was often directed to editorial activities, 
genetic studies in a critical-interpretive perspective have also been carried out. 
However, genetic criticism activities devoted to Pessoa’s case have almost always 
focused on the author's original production; a case in point is represented by the fact 
that, among the huge production of studies concerning Pessoa’s translations of 
Edgar Allan Poe’s poetry, the attention dedicated to their genetic process is limited 
to sporadic references, commonly included in editions (Saraiva 1996; Vale de Gato 
2011), or it is documented in the apparatus of critical-genetic editions (Pessoa 
2018), whose goal is to chart the genetic textual stages rather than offering any in-
depth critical interpretation.  
As it will be demonstrated in this paper, the knowledge and the analysis of 
the compositional stage which have preceded the publication of “O Corvo” will not 
just give additional information about Pessoa’s translation practice but will also 
contribute for a renewal of the critical interpretations resulting from the synchronic 
study of the textual relation between the source text and the target text. The aim of 
this paper will be not to mathematically report the number and typology of 
additions, substitutions, erasures, or corrections included in the manuscript, but 
rather to make a comparison between the manuscript draft and the published 
version, in order to enlighten the general compositional tendencies behind the draft 
and the methodologies which have propelled the textual changes from the sketch to 
the published version. 
2. “The Raven”: an exemplary case.  
The study of Pessoa’s translations has usually been based on the comparison 
between the source text and the Portuguese poet’s version. In addition to the 
comparative analysis, critics have often focused on the various reflections about the 
 
2 A description of the current status of genetic translation studies in Portugal has been made in 








































































translation activity in theory and practice that Fernando Pessoa left in notes and 
sketches (Vale de Gato, 2010; Campos 1971; Monteiro 2000); also, the large 
amount of paratextual documents witnessing Pessoa’s consideration about Poe’s 
poetics and ideology have doubtlessly encouraged the production of studies of this 
sort.  
Among all the studies dedicated to Pessoa’s translations of Poe’s poetry, the 
translation of the poem "The Raven" has certainly occupied a prominent position. 
The reason for this special attention is probably due to the relevance of the piece in 
expressing Poe’s poetics and modernist aesthetics in general. It is useful to remind 
that “The Raven” was the archetype of the literary compositional theory expressed 
by Poe in his essay The Philosophy of Composition (1846), in which the American 
poet intended to demystify the idea of the artistic inspiration, on which 
Romanticism had based its literary ideology, by attributing features of a 
mathematical operation to the compositional process of a poetic piece. According 
to Portela (2010, 43), the schematic construction of the rhythmic and phonetic 
effects within the poem allows Pessoa to perform an empirical demonstration of his 
own conception of a poetic text as a combination between rhythmic effects and 
visual images. This idea of complementarity is clearly expressed by an autograph 
document [BNP/E3, 14⁴-66],3 which was firstly transcribed by Pauly Ellen Bothe 
(2017, 248): “A preocupação do rhytmo infiltra-se, pois, na substancia da mesma 
ideação, e o que é para ser pensado rhytmicamente não é pensado como se fosse só 
pensado.”  
The conception of a poetic text as a network of interdependencies between 
visual and rhythmic aspects also influenced the notion of poetic translation in 
Pessoa: 
 
The translation of a poem should therefore conform absolutely (1) to the idea or 
emotion which constitutes the poem, (2) to the verbal rhythm in which that idea 
or emotion is expressed; it should conform relatively to the inner or visual 
rhythm, keeping to the images themselves when it can, but keeping always to the 
type of image. (Pessoa 1967, 74) 
 
The compositional peculiarities of “The Raven” made it the ideal text to compare 
this theory of translation to the empirical application of these principles; the high 
number of studies devoted to Pessoa’s translation of “The Raven” is therefore not 
 
3 All the documents mentioned in the present paper are kept at Fernando Pessoa’s Archive in the 








































































surprising. Also, the exceptionality of the rhythmic-phonetic scheme of Poe’s poem 
allows us to observe Pessoa's translation skills in dealing with a text whose 
transposition into a different semantic universe is, doubtlessly, extremely 
challenging. In all likelihood, it was precisely the difficulties involved in this 
specific translation that lay out the strategies adopted by the translator-poet. 
3. Pessoa translator of Poe: a brief overview. 
Before proceeding to the actual genetic study of “O Corvo,” it may be pertinent to 
offer a contextual framework to the considerations that will be carried out later. 
Since the history of the literary relationship between Poe and Pessoa and the 
influence which the American writer exerted on the Portuguese poet has been 
frequently traced, only the main points will be outlined here.  
In 1903 Pessoa sat the entrance examination for the University of the Cape of 
Good Hope, presenting an essay which earned the Queen Victoria Memorial Prize. 
At the time of choosing the reward, Pessoa selected, among other books, an 
anthology of Poe’s poetry: The Choice Works of E.A. Poe (Monteiro 2000, 111). 
Fernando Pessoa’s personal copy of the book is now kept at Pessoa’s private library, 
located in the Casa Fernando Pessoa, in Lisbon.4 On the pages of the anthology, it 
is possible to notice attempts of translation sketched by Fernando Pessoa, which, as 
Ferrari (2008, 87) appropriately wrote, could be considered first translation drafts.5 
The presence of marginalia on The Choice Works of E.A. Poe shows that since early 
on Pessoa had the intention of, or, at least, was interested in translating Poe’s poetry. 
As time went by, the interest of Pessoa in Poe’s work persisted, and various 
documents testify to the intention of Pessoa to translate Poe’s poetry.6 His 
Portuguese version of “The Raven” is included in several projects.  
In a letter of 20 June 1923 addressed to the publisher João de Castro (Lopes 
1993, 94), Pessoa mentioned the main points of a collaboration that he intended to 
 
4 The works from Fernando Pessoa’s private library have been fully digitalized and are available 
for consultation and for free download on 
http://bibliotecaparticular.casafernandopessoa.pt/index/bibParticular.htm. 
5 Mentions about Fernando Pessoa’s marginalia on Poe’s poems were firstly made by Maria da 
Encarnação Monteiro in Incidências Inglesas na Poesia de Fernando Pessoa. Saraiva added some 
information by revealing the authorial sketches on the margins of the poem “Ulalume” and the 
underlines in the Index (1996, 38). 
6 Vale de Gato presented a complete overview of the extant documents kept in Fernando Pessoa’s 
archive which contain lists of Poe’s works, together with the digital reproduction of those 
manuscripts and their transcription (2011, 187–193). On Pessoa’s translation plans, see also 








































































start with him, involving the publication of his English-language poetry 
translations. The plan included the translation of the main works of William 
Shakespeare and the organization of a series of anthologies, which should have 
collected the main works of other anglophone poets, among which Edgar Allan Poe 
was also included. In the same letter, Pessoa also mentioned the fact that the 
translation of the “Principais Poemas” by Poe was already completed, and that it 
would just call for a final revision. Unfortunately, the actual realization of Pessoa's 
project fell far short of his expectations, and only three translations of Poe were 
published in his lifetime: “O Corvo,” “Ulalume,” and “Annabel Lee,” which came 
out in the last issue (1924–1925) of the journal Athena. 
Wide critical attention has been given to the fact that many autograph 
annotations seem to contradict the literary esteem that Pessoa supposedly had for 
the American poet. Some of those criticisms were directly addressed at “The 
Raven,” described by Pessoa as “not a very remarkable poem, by the bye” (Pessoa 
1967, 194), a poem that he translated, analogously to what he did with other Poe’s 
poems, “not because of their intrinsic worth but because they were a standing 
challenge to translators” (75). Nevertheless, considering the large number of 
sketches and plans dedicated to the translation of poems by Poe, it is hardly 
imaginable that Pessoa had such a low opinion of Poe’s poetry. Vale de Gato 
dedicated a whole study attempting to prove that not only Pessoa did not translate 
Poe’s poetry motivated by pure stylistic exhibitionism, but also that the poetic 
ideology conveyed in Poe’s lyrical composition “was instrumental to Pessoa’s own 
program for a ‘new Portuguese poetry’” (Vale de Gato 2010, 121).  
Moreover, what emerges from Pessoa’s writings on translation in theory and 
practice is that he did not consider translation to be an activity for its own sake, but 
rather an instrument to explore the unbounded expressive possibilities of poetry. 
According to Patrício, the position adopted by Pessoa in the documents where a 
reflection about poetic translation is found is not merely that of a translator, but 
rather of a “teorizador poético” (2012, 288) who reflected about the nature of poetry 











































































4. From “The Raven” to “O Corvo”: main tendencies in the translation 
process. 
It is undeniable, however, that the translation of the complex phonetic and rhythmic 
structure of “The Raven” is a task in which only a professional translator (as the 
Portuguese poet, in fact, also was) with the poetic sensibility of Pessoa could have 
excelled, especially if we consider his intention to translate “rhythmicamente 
conforme com o original,” a programmatic declaration written by Pessoa after the 
title of his Poe’s translations (Pessoa 1924–25, 27). 
As a matter of fact, even though metrical and lexical translation choices reveal 
a general tendency towards domestication (Ferreira Duarte 2006, 397), Pessoa was 
able to transpose in his translation the source text’s complex system of rhythmic 
and phonetic effects. Having made a comparison table showing the number of 
phonetic figures of speech in both Poe’s “The Raven” and Pessoa’s translation “O 
Corvo,” Portela demonstrated that the Portuguese poet-translator was able to 
maintain the exact same number of assonances, consonances, and caesurae (2010, 
50).  
The net of correspondences and equivalences included in the final text of “O 
Corvo” is the result of an intricate process of labor limae, which consisted of a large 
number of corrections, reflections, unsuccessful attempts, and rewritings. A first 
visual approach to the manuscript suddenly reveals the convoluted activity from 
which the translation arose. 
The autograph [74A-61-63] is the only draft of “O Corvo” known to us. The 
manuscript’s textual material consistently differs from the text of the published 
translation. The discrepancy between the sketch and the published version makes 
possible to assume that it might have probably existed one or more witnesses that 
are lost or that have not been yet located in Fernando Pessoa’s papers. This 
assumption is further confirmed by the fact that the autograph witness presents an 
unfinished translation: of the 18 stanzas that constitute Poe’s poem, Pessoa just 
sketched the translation of 12 stanzas and 4 lines, leaving the last two pages of the 
manuscript almost entirely blank. Moreover, the uncertainty shown on the page and 
the large number of corrections, substitutions, and erasures suggest that the extant 
manuscript is probably the first structured translation’s sketch of “The Raven” that 















































































Fig. 1.2. Manuscript of “O Corvo” [74A-61-63] 
 
7 The first page of the manuscript was firstly printed in (Saraiva 1996, 48) and also published in 
























































































































































Fig. 1.5. Manuscript of “O Corvo” [74A-61-63] 
 
The scarcity of document witnesses is common to almost all other translations 
printed by Pessoa during his lifetime, of which often no witnesses remain, except 
for the printed version. In this context, the genetic study of “O Corvo” shows its 
benefits, since the draft testifying the earliest stages of the composition is available.  
The observation of the manuscript sheds light on two main tendencies 
underlying the genesis of the piece, namely: 1) priority to the translation of the 
textual fragments in a relevant rhythmic/rhyme position; 2) first attempt of 
translation that shows strict adherence to the source text, in comparison to the 
subsequent textual developments.  
The first tendency is revealed by the blank spaces’ position in the manuscript. 
The density of authorial corrections and rewritings hides the substantial quantity of 
blank spaces left by Pessoa during the translation. In fact, from a total of 74 
translated verses, 40 of them, i.e., more than half, are incomplete, presenting, at 
least, one untranslated word. The occurrence of blank spaces increases as the 
translation progresses and, correspondingly, from the third page of the manuscript 
[74a-62], the presence of textual material progressively decreases. Blank spaces 
could be generally considered as the result of the translation uncertainty caused by 
specific textual fragments, whose transposition Fernando Pessoa decided to 








































































position of blank spaces contributes to a more accurate view about the translation 
process itself. Right from the very first stanza, the manuscript shows a certain 
regularity regarding the position of blank spaces.   
Manuscript’s first stanza genetic transcription.8 
 
1 N' [↑Quando em] uma noute agreste e fria quando triste e (quedo) lia  
2 Esquecidas obras antigas □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ (ancestraes)9  
3 E já ia adormecendo eu ouvi alguem batendo  
4 Com leve bater batendo □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ a meus humbraes  
5 É visita □ que <busca> [↑pede] entrar □ em meus humbraes10 
6                                     Isto só [↑É só isto] e nada mais. 
In the lines 2, 4 and 5, blank spaces are left by Pessoa in the center of the verse, 
before the last semantic unit. By prioritizing the translation of the last part of the 
verse, and by postponing the translation of the line’s previous textual fragments, 
the insertion of the blank space interrupts the natural process of writing. It is 
important to remark that the lines in which this process occurs are the lines which 
establish rhyme correspondence with each other, following a ABCBBB rhyme 
scheme. 
Edgar Allan Poe, “The Raven”, first stanza.11 
1 One upon a midnight dreary, while I pondered, weak and weary,  
2 Over many a quaint and curious volume of forgotten lore12 –  
3 While I nodded, nearly napping, suddenly there came a tapping,  
4 As of some one gently rapping, rapping at my chamber door.  
5 “'Tis some visitor,” I muttered, “tapping at my chamber door –  
6                             Only this and nothing more.” 
 
8 Unless otherwise mentioned, all genetic transcriptions of the manuscript are retrieved from the 
apparatus of Duarte’s genetic critical edition (Pessoa, 2018). 
9 The words “quedo,” in the first verse, and “ancestraes,” in the second verse, are underlined by 
Pessoa in the manuscript, probably as a way of expressing doubt.   
10 Regarding the position of the verse 5, my interpretation differs from the one made by Duarte 
(Pessoa, 2018). 
11 All quotations from the text of “The Raven” are taken from the edition of Poe’s poetry 
anthology which Pessoa used for his translation (Poe 1902, 25).  








































































The examination of blank spaces provides us with empirical evidence of Pessoa's 
methodological principle, revealing that the composition process is devoted 
beforehand to the establishment of the final rhymes. The rupture of the usual course 
of writing is only explicable by assuming that Pessoa already knew the sound to be 
attributed to the rhyming words, even before he had concluded the composition of 
the verse.  
Since the driving force behind the rhyme scheme is the refrain, which, in the 
source text, and, consequently, in Pessoa’s translation, is repeated in every stanza 
with few variations, the refrain’s translation must have been decided upon before 
the translation of the remaining verses of the stanza. The handwritten and 
arrangement features of lines 4 and 5 seem to confirm this assumption: the lack of 
proportion regarding the spacing between verses suggests in fact that Pessoa 
previously wrote the refrain, aligned to the right, leaving a blank space, which he 
subsequently filled, in the page’s zone devoted to the inclusion of lines 4 and 5. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Manuscript’s first stanza 
 
At a semantic level, the Portuguese translation of the refrain does not leave room 
for many alternatives. “Nunca mais”/ “nada mais” are, as a matter of fact, the most 
literal possible Portuguese translation for “nevermore” / “nothing more,” 
considering both its semantic and syntactic configuration. The same interlinguistic 








































































Raven,” often compared with each other in critical studies.13 The sonority of “nunca 
mais” is, also, convenient for rhyme purposes: the phonetic unit “-ais/-aes”14 
constitutes, in Portuguese, the fixed ending of words belonging to different 
grammatical categories, ensuring the availability of rhymes while allowing a certain 
lexical variation (“-ais” is in Portuguese the suffixation for the second person plural 
of the indicative present tense of the first conjugation regular verbs, and also the 
suffixation for the plural of nouns and adjectives that end in “-al”). 
Comparing the critical reconstruction of the manuscript textual content with 
the published version of “O Corvo,” it is noticeable that the refrain and the last 
syntactic units of the lines 2, 4, and 5 are the only textual fragments which did not 
suffer variation. 
Manuscript’s first stanza 
transcription. 
Published first stanza. 
1 Quando em uma noute agreste e fria triste e 
quedo lia  
2 Esquecidas obras antigas □□□□□□□□□□□ 
ancestraes  
3 E já ia adormecendo eu ouvi alguem batendo  
4 Com leve bater batendo □ a meus humbraes  
 
5 É visita □ que pede entrar □ em meus 
humbraes  
6 É só isto e nada mais. 
1 Numa meia-noite agreste, quando eu lia, lento 
e triste,  
2 Vagos, curiosos tomos de sciencias 
ancestraes,  
3 E já quasi adormecia, ouvi o que parecia  
4 O som de alguem que batia levemente a meus 
humbraes.  
5 «Uma visita», eu me disse, «está batendo a 
meus humbraes.  
6 É só isto, e nada mais.» 
Therefore, at an external rhyme level, the translation choices made by Pessoa in this 
(assumably) first compositional stage were successful and were not reworked 
before the publication. The textual units not included in the external rhyme scheme, 
on the contrary, have undergone a complete rewriting process: the external rhyme 
scheme is the pivot around which Pessoa reshaped the other textual fragments, as 
 
13 Comparative studies regarding the Portuguese translations of “The Raven” have been published 
mainly in Brazil (Abramo 1999; Barroso 2012). The translations most often mentioned are those of 
Machado de Assis, Fernando Pessoa, and Milton Amado. The publication of Haroldo de Campos 
pioneering study is, although, Portuguese. In his paper, printed on the journal Colóquio/Letras in 
1971, Campos compares the famous translations of Machado de Assis, Pessoa, and Milton Amado 
with his own proposal (9).  








































































well as the refrain was the pivot around which Pessoa developed, backwards as it 
were, the lines.   
By comparing both the manuscript and the published version of “O Corvo” 
with Poe’s original poem, the second general tendency behind Pessoa’s translation 
activity arises. The draft’s lexical and syntactic structure is strictly dependent on 
the source text’s composition. The third line of the first stanza shows, in the 
manuscript, a strong syntactic adherence to the source text in the choice of the 
verbal forms: the phonetic alliteration created by the pair “napping”/ “tapping” 
(“While I nodded, nearly napping, suddenly there came a tapping,”) is transposed 
into Pessoa’s sketch with syntactic and semantic equivalents: “adormecendo”/ 
“batendo.” Similarly, in the following line, the anaphorical construction and the 
alliteration created by the repetition of the word “rapping” (“As of some one gently 
rapping, rapping at my chamber door.”) is recreated by Pessoa reiterating the same 
verb “bater” (“com leve bater batendo”).  
The published version testifies a slight detachment from the source text. 
Whereas, in the draft, the verbal forms “adormecendo”/ “batendo”/ “batendo” 
almost literally reproduced the source text’s verbs “napping”/ “tapping” / 
“rapping,” both in a semantic and syntactic level, in the printed version, Pessoa 
replaced the verbal forms introducing the predicates “adormecia”/ “parecia”/ 
“batia.” The use of the imperfeito does not alter the semantic content of the poem, 
and the introduction of the verb “parecer,” even though it does not establish close 
correspondences with the source text, offers a similar nuance of meaning when 
compared with the expression “as to,” providing the idea of something that “appears 
to be.” The suppression of the pleonastic repetition in “eu ouvi alguem batendo / 
com leve bater batendo” nullifies the alliteration effect in the 4th line, in favor of a 
more fluent composition, which is effective on a syntactic level, allowing, at the 
same time, the maintenance of the rhyme scheme.  
Given the complex rhythmic structure of “The Raven,” which Pessoa, as it 
has been already emphasized, tried to reproduce dutifully, the sketch’s syntactic 
adherence to surface structures of the source text creates, in some cases, a chain of 










































































Manuscript’s fourth stanza 
transcription. 
“The Raven”, fourth stanza. 
19 O medo enfim rejeitado, já □□□ não 
hesitando15  
20 “Senhor” disse eu, “ou Senhora decerto me 
desculpaes;  
21 Mas o facto é que eu dormia quando de leve 
batia  
22 Vossa mão leve e pedia entrada aqui em 
meus humbraes  
23 Quasi nada ouvi”, e a porta abri franqueando 
meus humbraes 
24                 Escuridão e nada mais. 
19 Presently my soul grew stronger; hesitating 
then no longer,  
20 “Sir,” said I, “or Madam, truly your 
forgiveness I implore;  
21 But the fact is I was napping, and so gently 
you came rapping,  
22 And so faintly you came tapping, tapping at 
my chamber door,  
23 That I scarce was sure I heard you” – here I 
opened wide door; –  
24            Darkness there and nothing more 
The difficulty in maintaining the balance between the complex intricacy of external 
and internal rhymes notably arises in the translation of the fourth stanza. In the 20th 
line, Pessoa refers to the addressee by the pronoun “vós,” which also consents to 
maintain the rhyme structure in “-aes”/ “-ais” (vós desculpaes).  
In the next line of the manuscript, revealing again a tendency toward a source-
oriented translation, “Mas o facto é que eu dormia” represents a semantic 
interlinguistic equivalent of “but the fact is I was napping.” The use of the 
imperfeito “dormia” sets off a chain reaction by which Pessoa, in order to create the 
internal alliteration, is led to 1) use imperfeito for all subsequent verbal forms and 
2) change the subject of the sentence, since the desinence of imperfeito “-ia” is the 
suffixation for the singular first and third person and cannot be used to refer to the 
person “vós.” The reference to the subject is thus expressed through a synecdoche, 
which consents the use of the third person, and, consequently, of the desinence “-
ia”: “vossa mão leve” (“your gentle hand”). The semantic adherence to the source 
text provided by the use of imperfeito forced the change of perspective in the 
following verse (with the substitution of the sentence’s subject) and causes the loss 
of the anaphorical construction expressed in the source text by the repetition of 
“tapping, tapping.”  
The textual reshaping witnessed by the published version is, once again, the 
result of a semantic detachment from the source text, occurred after the composition 
of the draft (as was already the case of the first stanza).  
 








































































Manuscript’s fourth stanza 
transcription. 
Published fourth stanza. 
19 O medo enfim rejeitado, já □□□ não 
hesitando 
20 “Senhor” disse eu, “ou Senhora decerto me 
desculpaes;  
21 Mas o facto é que eu dormia quando de leve 
batia  
22 Vossa mão leve e pedia entrada aqui em 
meus humbraes  
23 Quasi nada ouvi”, e a porta abri franqueando 
meus humbraes 
24                     Escuridão e nada mais. 
19 E, mais forte num instante, já nem tardo ou 
hesitante, 
20 «Senhor» eu disse, «ou senhora, decerto me 
desculpaes;  
21 Mas eu ia adormecendo, quando viestes 
batendo,  
22 Tão levemente batendo, batendo por meus 
humbraes,  
23 Que mal ouvi...» E abri largos, franqueando-
os, meus humbraes.  
24           Noite, noite e nada mais. 
In the 21st line, the detachment from the English version occurs with the 
introduction of the construction “eu ia adormecendo,” which is not semantically 
equivalent to “but the fact is I was napping,” as “Mas o facto é que eu dormia” was. 
The replacement causes a new chain reaction thanks to which it is possible to keep 
the alliteration effects in the lines, and also to reproduce the anaphorical 
construction of “tapping, tapping”: “Mas eu ia adormecendo, quando viestes 
batendo, | Tão levemente batendo, batendo por meus humbraes.” 
The variations in the refrain represent another case in this global 
compositional process through which the text passed from a source-oriented 
translation to a more personal expression. The literal translation of “Darkness there 
and nothing more,” sketched by Pessoa in the manuscript, creates a hypermetrical 
verse, due to the fact that the word “Escuridão,” in Portuguese, is stressed on the 
last syllable, which makes it impossible to merge in one syllable the external vowels 
of adjacent words through a synalepha. The substitution of “escuridão” with “noite, 
noite” consents to maintain the 7 syllables verse structure and metonymically 
reproduces the dark atmosphere.  
5. The translation of proper names. 
The last example summoned in this genetic analysis of “O Corvo” represents a case 
in point in offering an empirical demonstration of how a study about the genesis of 
a translation could offer a new perspective to the critical interpretation resulting 








































































Corvo” often remarked the absence of a direct mention to the heroine’s name, as it 
appears in the English text. Commonly, the absence of the proper name is motivated 
by a conscious translation choice, through which Pessoa “mostra o cuidado que pôs 
na versão de ‘O Corvo’” (Tânger Corrêa 1963, 14) by avoiding the intertextual 
reference which the name “Leonore” could have originated in the Portuguese 
context; according to Monteiro, it would have been precisely the fact that “Leonore” 
is the heroine’s name used by Camões in various poems of his which discouraged 
Pessoa from using the Portuguese equivalent of the name “Lenore” in his translation 
(2012, 551). 
Nevertheless, the manuscript reveals Pessoa’s initial intention to directly 
address to the heroine using her proper name.16 The uncertainty noticeable on the 
manuscript in the stanzas and in the verses where the heroine’s name is mentioned 
suggests that practical difficulties may have contributed to Pessoa’s decision to 
remove the proper name. Whereas the ending in “-ore” perfectly fits in the English 
poem rhyme’s structure, it wouldn’t be possible for Pessoa to insert the name 
“Leonor” at the end of the 2nd, 4th, and 5th lines of each stanza, also including the 
refrain. Pessoa therefore relocates the position of the name “Leonor,” removing, 
however, the predominant position that the word occupies in the source text.  
 
Manuscript’s second stanza 
transcription. 
“The Raven”, second stanza. 
7 Ah como d'isso me lembro! era no frio 
dezembro  
8 E da lenha cada membro urdia sombras 
deseguaes  
9 Que o dia nem tornaria, debalde acordar-me 
não lograria 
10 Lendo, de Leonor □□□ cara, perdida □□□17 
 
11 Rainha pura a quem vós anjos a Leonor no 
céo chamaes  
12                    E sem nome aqui jamais. 
7 Ah, distinctly I remember it was in the bleak 
December,  
8 And each separate dying ember wrought its 
ghost upon the floor.  
9 Eagerly I wished the morrow; – vainly I had 
sought to borrow  
10 From my books surcease of sorrow – sorrow 
for the lost Lenore –  
11 For the rare and radiant maiden whom the 
angels name Lenore – 
12                             Nameless here for evermore. 
 
16 In 2011, Vale de Gato (166) mentioned the presence of the name “Leonor” in the manuscript of 
“O Corvo.” However, since hers is not a genetic study, but a critical edition, no interpretative 
development was made. 








































































In the verses 9 and 10, the formal structure in the source text consents the reiteration 
of the resonance produced by the name “Leonor,” which is included in the external 
and internal rhyme scheme, and whose phonetic effects are reiterated in the 
anaphorical construction of “sorrow – sorrow.” Since the name “Leonor,” in 
Pessoa’s draft, does not occupy a rhyme position, phonetic effect losses in the chain 
of references and interconnections are inevitable. In this stanza, the blank spaces 
are not just left in the center of the verse, as it often occurred in the manuscript, but 
also at the end of the line, in all likelihood demonstrating a special difficulty for 
Pessoa to find a proper word to complete the rhyme scheme.  
The authorial corrections made in the manuscript in this verse seem to obey 
to the methodological practice outlined so far: 
Manuscript’s 10th verse genetic transcription. 
10 <De meus livros> [↑Lendo, de Leonor] □□□ <de Leonor perdida> [↑cara, 
perdida]  
Pessoa firstly made a translation word for word (“de meus livros” – “from my 
books”; “de Leonor perdida” – “for the lost Leonore”), leaving a blank space in the 
middle of the verse, probably due to the difficulty to recreate the anaphorical 
construction of “sorrow – sorrow,” also in rhyme with the end of the previous verse 
(“vainly I had sought to borrow”). Then, on the upper line spacing, the translator 
rewrote the verse (“Lendo, de Leonor □ cara perdida”), although still leaving the 
translation incomplete. The translation’s attempts of the other lines in which the 
heroine’s name appears display similar results: the 28th line is left untranslated in 
the manuscript, whereas in the 29th line the rhyme scheme is once again maintained 
by anticipating the position of “Leonor”: “Isso eu disse e responderam ‘Leonor’ 
estas as syllabas fataes.” 
Taking into account the documentary evidence, the difficulty in combining 
phonetic needs with the presence of the name “Leonor” probably influenced the 
choice to omit the proper name in the publication. In any case, the information 
provided by the genetic analysis does not invalidate the pertinence of the critical 
interpretation regarding the absence of the heroine’s name in “O Corvo” made so 
far; whichever is the reason for such absence, the replacement of the proper name 
with the demonstrative pronoun “essa” reinforces the abstract symbolic character 








































































for evermore” (Vale de Gato 2010, 123). What the genetic analysis emphasized is 
the process through which these lyrical effects are produced in the text, offering a 
new perspective for the understanding of Pessoa’s translation, and resizing the idea 
of a literary creation as the result of a precise compositional project. The study of 
the genetic process of “O Corvo” consented to relocate some of the translator’s 
decision in a moment which does not necessarily precede the creative act, showing 
that even the definition of specific translation strategies can take place during the 
translation process itself. 
The absence of proper names also characterizes other Pessoa’s translations of 
Poe’s poems. As Vale de Gato pointed out, among the three translations of Poe’s 
pieces published by Pessoa, “Ulalume” is the only one which preserves the direct 
reference to the heroine’s proper name (2010, 122). Also, regarding this poem, it is 
worth to mention that the manuscript of Pessoa’s translation of “Ulalume” [48I-
15a] witnesses a translation process which is analogous to the one observed in the 
genesis of “O Corvo,” according to which Fernando Pessoa introduced, in the draft, 
the direct mention to the toponyms “Weir” and “Auber,” but subsequently, in the 
published version, replaced them with Portuguese expressions (Vale de Gato 2011, 
167).  
6. Conclusion 
The advantage of a comparative perspective in the field of translation genesis is 
clearly demonstrated by the case of proper names in Pessoa’s translations of Edgar 
Allan Poe. In fact, the observation of the analogies and dissimilarities between the 
compositional process of different Pessoa's translations could provide remarkable 
information about Pessoa’s global usus traducendi. In this respect, the critical 
genetic analysis developed in this paper could be further applied in a comparative 
study regarding other translations published by Pessoa during his lifetime, of which 
genetic material witnessing the compositional phases before the publication is 
currently available.  
The reflection about the Portuguese poet’s translation activity in general is 
especially noteworthy due to his position as a professional translator: the translation 
process observed in the present paper has pointed out a clear operational 








































































and has offered relevant contribution for the study of translation practice in a 
genetic approach in general.  
Also, the comparative approach could be extended not just to translated texts, 
but also to Pessoa’s original poetry production, in order to identify similarities with 
the creative process of authorial poems, and with the aim to find traces underlining 
the influence of the translation practice in Pessoa’s poetic production, not only 
regarding the static aspect of a text, but also showing its repercussions in the genetic 
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